Call for Nominations for Associate Editors of
IEEE Networking Letters
Overview
The IEEE Communication Society (ComSoc) Technical Committee on Green Communications and
Computing (TCGCC) invites nominations for up to two (2) Associate Editor Positions for the IEEE
Networking Letters (LNET). IEEE Networking Letters publishes short papers in a rapid publication cycle on
original research results derived from theoretical or experimental exploration of the area of
communication/computer networking, covering various information transport networks over various
physical layer technologies, both wireline and wireless, or hybrids of these. The journal focuses on the
network layers above the physical layer. Topics of interest include network architecture and design,
protocols, network software, network hardware, network operation and management, measurements,
and network security.
Please refer to: https://www.comsoc.org/publications/journals/ieee-lnet

The Scope of IEEE Networking Letters
IEEE Networking Letters topics include, but are not limited to, the following:
Network protocols: Design, specification and verification, implementation, operation and performance
evaluation of protocols in all network layers (data link, network, transport, and application). Network
context: core, data center, edge, storage, and access networks; networks-on-chip and system
interconnection networks; mobile, cellular, sensor, ad-hoc and vehicular networks; internetworking and
Internet of things; virtual, overlay, and online social networks; and using wireline, wireless, or hybrid
transmission technologies. Network themes: architecture and (cross-layer) design, planning and control,
applications and services, software and hardware, operations and management, security and privacy,
survivability and reliability, virtualization and network programmability, measurement and modeling,
pricing and economics.

Nominee
The nominee must be a member in good standing of the IEEE ComSoc TCGCC. Desirable qualities include:
solid technical accomplishments, integrity and ethical standards. The duties include interaction with
authors, initiating and monitoring the review process to its completion, ensuring that the journal follows
the IEEE Policy and Procedures, maintaining the intellectual integrity and timeliness of the journal. The
standard term of an editor is 2 years and may be renewed for another 2 years.

Nominations must include:
•
•
•

Name of candidate and nominator (self-nominations are acceptable).
A brief biography of the nominee of no more than one page with: (i) relevant research activities that
are directly aligned with the scope of the journal; and (ii) the contributions/involvement in TCGCC
The candidate’s 2-page CV with relevant publication lists, editorial and review activities, and a list of
up to 6-8 keywords that the candidate can handle for IEEE Networking Letters
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•

The elements of the nomination package should be combined as a single PDF file with the nominee’s
CV appended at the end

Nomination submission
Submission: nominations should be sent to the TCGCC Secretary Dr. Kai Yang (yangkai@ieee.org), and
copied TCGCC Chair Dr. Yan Zhang (yanzhang@ieee.org)
Deadline: March 1, 2022

Selection
We will conduct a voting process in the selection committee and then select up to two (2) candidates per
the above requirements. TCGCC will send the selected candidates to the Editor-in-Chief (EiC) of IEEE
Networking Letters and the EiC will make the final decision.
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